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           INSTRUCTIONS FOR ERECTING AND FIXING YOUR FOLDING GARAGE (FG15)

Step 1 components check

Check the delivery to you, which should contain the following components:

     1 fabric cover
    15 steel framework tubes (including 2 with integral hinge plates)
     8 8mm bolts with nuts & washers
    10 5mm bolts with nuts & washers
     2 cords
     6 ground fixing bolts (if bought as optional extras)
     2 wheel plates (if bought as optional extras)

Step 2 ground check

The ground should be flat, although the site can be sloping. The best surface will be concrete, although the Folding Garage can be installed on almost any surface.

Step 3 ground fixings

The Folding Garage must be anchored to the ground, unless you have bought the optional extra wheel plates. If so, you can ignore step 3.

    Concrete.

Fixing to concrete is fairly straightforward.

Assemble components A, C, DL, DR, GL & GR of the framework, following the Frame Assembly instructions (step 4), & place it exactly where you want the Folding Garage to be sited; see sketch 1. Please make certain the sides lie parallel.

Mark the concrete through the holes in the framework for drilling. You must fix at all the points marked "X" & "Y"; the rear, & hinges of the Folding Garage.

Drill 9/16" (15mm) diameter holes in the concrete to a depth of 2" (50mm) suitable for the ground fixing bolts, & install them.

Place the part-assembled framework over the bolts & loosely screw on the nuts (with washers).

    Surfaces other than concrete.

The Folding Garage can be installed over any firm surface; loose material (eg gravel) should be removed. All that is required is the provision of concrete blocks for the ground fixing bolts.

Assemble components A, C, DL, DR, GL & GR of the framework, following the Frame Assembly instructions (step 4), & place it exactly where you want the Folding Garage to be sited; see sketch 1. Make certain the sides lie parallel.

You must fix at all the points marked "X" & "Y"; 
the rear, & hinges of the Folding Garage.

Mark 1' (300mm) squares on the ground (eg with 
chalk on tarmac, lime on hard soil) around the "X" 
holes in the framework. Mark a 2' x 1' (600mm x 
300mm) rectangle on the ground around the
"Y" holes in the framework.

Dig a hole at least 1' deep, at least the size of your ground markings. Fill each hole with an approx. 4:1 sharp sand:cement mix.
When the concrete has hardened, place the part-assembled framework in position again. Mark the concrete through the holes in the framework for drilling. Remove the part-assembled framework from the site.

Drill 9/16" (15mm) diameter holes in the concrete to a depth of 2" (50mm) suitable for the ground fixing bolts, & install them.

Place the part-assembled framework over the bolts & loosely screw on the nuts (with washers).

Step 4 part frame assembly 

so the frame can be used for concrete marking 
the beginning of full frame assembly

Snap the closed end hoop "A" on to "GL" & "GR".

Place the side member "DL" onto the hinge plate of "GL"; fix with one bolt through the highest hole just tight enough to allow movement. Repeat for the other side, using "DR" & "GR".

Snap the open end hoop "C" on to "DL" & "DR", and fasten with the 6mm bolts.

Step 5 frame/cover assembly

Please follow these instructions carefully. Assembly is easy to do; describing how to do it is much more difficult, so take it steadily. Now would be a good time to get a helper to do holding for you.

Unfold & lie the cover with "FRONT" at the opening 
end (end hoop "C"), outer face upwards (find our “Cover 
Systems” label which is on the outside).

Fold the rear half of the cover towards 
the opening end half way, so the inner face is 
now upwards. This will expose 2 short silver 
fabric "tubes" (1 each side) sewn to the 
inside of the cover. Slide a frame side member 
"H" into each fabric tube, so the bolt hole is 
at the bottom.

Fix each "H" to the lowest hole of the hinge 
plate with 1 bolt just tight enough to allow 
movement. Carefully hinge toward the closed end 
until it lies on the ground. Snap on an overhead 
hoop "B".

Fold back the front half of the cover half way towards the closed end. This will expose 2 burgundy fabric "tubes" (1 each side) sewn to the inside of the cover. Slide a frame side member "F" into each fabric tube, so the bolt hole is at the bottom.

Fix each "F" to the middle hole of the hinge plate with a bolt just tight enough to allow movement.  Snap on an overhead hoop "B" and gently ease the cover over the overhead hoops.

Fold back the front half of the cover half way towards the closed end. This will expose 2 more silver fabric "tubes" (1 each side) sewn to the inside of the cover. Slide a frame side member "E" into each fabric tube, bolt hole at the bottom.

Fix each "E" to the highest hole of the hinge plate with a bolt just tight enough to allow movement. Snap on the overhead hoop "B" and gently ease the cover over the overhead hoop.

Allow the uprights to open, hold them in place, go inside the garage & knot the ties inside to each overhead hoop. Check all nuts for tightness.

Thread the short cord across the rear, alternating between a webbing loop on the cover and a triangular hook on the frame. Clip the ends in place with the dog lead clips. Do the same with the long cord at the opening end. This should leave a gap all round between the frame & cover, ensuring a good draught and thus a high level of breathability.

Tighten the nuts on the ground bolts. You have now completed the installation of your Folding Garage.
_

